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Cluster expansion o£ Wilson loops is shown to diverge for

the QCD vacuum populated by topological objects (instantons,

magnetic monopoles etc). Using simple models the total sum of

the cluster expansion for the string tension is calculated and

found to be zero for instantons and nonzero for magnetic mono-

poles.
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1. Introduction

Recently a new formalism has been suggested, called the

Confining Background Field (СВР) method (j-4], where it is

assumed that all main properties of QCD, e.g. confinement, can

be obtained as due to interaction of quarks and gluons with

the background vacuum fields. The latter are supposed to be

Euclidean and stochastic, i.e. the field correlators at diffe-

rent points fall off faster than some inverse power of the dis-

tance between the points.

The heavy quark interaction f4-5J and the Wilson loop ave-

rage jjSlhas been computed with the help of the cluster expan-

sion Г?]« This method yields the string tension as a sum of cor-

relators ^FU.,) FUg)
4
^- , <fp(x

1
)F(x

2
)P(x

3
)P(x

4
) *y etc (we

omit subscripts and factors necessary to preserve gauge inva- '.'.'•

riance). У',

In an analogous way the SU(N) string tension also for non- /t,

fundamental charges was found I 3]. Using the Peynman-Schwinger

approach (the path integral in the proper time for the Eucli-

dean Green functions) confinement has been also demonstrated

for light quarks and gluons.
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There арреагз naturally the problem of the physical me-

chanism of confinement. In [б] it was shown that the area law

for the Wilson loop in case of Abelian fields occurs if corre-

lators ( F(x)F(y)^ contain th? so-called Kronecker part

D(x-y) which does not include derivatives. At the same time the

nonzero D(x-y) violates the Bianchi identities £6j, i.e. the

Abelian confinement is only due to magnetic monopoles.

The physical mechanism of nonabelian confinement has been

studied in £в]. The correlator D(x-y) responsible for confine-

ment, was shown to occur in the nonabelian case not only due to

(nonabelian) monopoles, but also due to trip3в correlators,

e.g. g-^f^^ ̂ E^E^B^ ̂> which are purely nonabelian structures.

But here appear two contradictions. 1. The triple corre-

lator is known to be nonzero for insteutons; e.g. it has been

computed in the case of a dilute instanton gas £9j• At tht

same time there «sre analytic calculations showing absence of

confinement in the dilute instanton gas (hoj, and D.I.Dyakonov,

V.Yu.Petrov, private communication), some Monte-Carlo simula-

tions support these results f11]. Therefore the way out of the

contradiction is to show that the triple correlator being non-

zero is not a sufficient condition for confinement (and may

be only necessary condition).

2. If one keeps in the cluster expansion only lowest corre-

lators the result for the string tension and the effective ac-

tion depends on the shape of the surface which is used in the

Stokes theorem [B~\* The shape of the surface is however arbit-

rary and the final answer may depend only on the erea of the mi-

nimal surface fcr a given Wilson loop.
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The way out was shown in j_8] where it was argued that the

total sum of cluster expansion does not depend on the shape of

the surface and therefore any surface dependence of the first

terms should be compensated by the higher terms. In addition

some arguments have been given that the cluster expansion di-

verges for the vacuum, populated by magnetic monopoles quan-

tized via the Dirac condition. There the surface dependence of

each term is compensated in the full sum of the cluster expan- i

sion.

The present paper is aimed at the clarification and par-

tial settling of the stated above problems. To this end we cal-

culate in section 2 the instanton contribution to the Wilson

loop and show that instantons do not confine in agreement with

previous studies po-11j. The reason lies in the integer value

of the instanton topological charge and not in the fast fall-

off of the instanton field (which is the usual argument in the

literature).

We illustrate this point by a counterexample of fields

which decrease just as fast but still yields the area law. To

this end we use in section 3 simple two—dimensional field dist-

ributions and show that in presence of quantized magnetic

fluxes (which correspond to quantized topological char-

ges) the cluster expansion diverges.

In section 4 we study a more realistic example where the

field configurations (e.g. Abelion raonopoles, inotantons or

some more general configurations) form a dilute gas. In this и

сазе the string tension con be expresaed as an explicit sum

of all cumulant3; for instantons this sum vanishes,, whereas the

• - i
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contribution of each cumulant is finite and nonzero*

The same representation of the string tension is also изес

to demonstrate that for Abelian magnetic monopolies both the

sum and each term are nonzero. At the same time for the Dirac-

quantized monopoles the total sum is shape-independent.

Thus the models considered in the paper give evidence to

the fact that the cluster expansion diverges for quantized

fluxes of the field (topological charges) and one mu3t calcu-

late the total sum to get correct qualitative and quantitative

results.

In section 5 we discuss the shape-dependence of the area

law and demonstrate that here also one must sum up all cumu-

lants to obtain the correct shape-independent result.

In Conclusion we summarize the results of the paper and

discuss the prospective of the method.

2. Inatanton contribution to the Wilson loop

Consider the vector-potential of an instanton placed at

the origin

where j-(x>) — X/£-+f'- and the t'tHooft symbol 'V

whenever nonzero, is

(2)

i '

i Let the Wilson loop be a circle of radius R in the plane (1,2)



at x-,= к.= 0.

In (3) only A
a
 and A

a
 enter, and (1) and (2) tell us that

A? (i = 1,2) are nonzero for a = 3, i.e.

/
3
 ^ £ ^ к ^ i,k= £,Z. (4)

Therefore the problem is an Abelian one and the integral (3) is

easily calculated to be

(The same answer readily obtains in the singular gauge). Рог an

instanton placed at a distance R < R from the origin, we have

instead of (5)

/ X? — Яв — F _̂  • )/
(6)

One can see in (6) that the argument of cosine is of the order

of j /R (modulo 2J7" ) for R »f~ and any R
Q
 not very close

to R. In the narrow strip around R, i.e. for /R - R / <. с , the

argument of cosine is equal to jf .

Consider now any number of inatantons and antiinstantons

inside C
R
; for Abelian fields the total vector potential is

^ i £>±-^j!^±- (7)

Let us now calculate <^ W(срaveraged somehow over the

statistical enoemble of (anti)instantons (i
T
e. over С , z^

n
\
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and N ) . It is clear that the area law

^ < « (8)

obtains when there is a strong cancellation among different

copies of the statistical ensemble, i.e. those configurations

when the argument of the cosine is around 7Г ,̂ are heavily

populated.

If instanton centers are homogeneously distributed inside

C
n
 and, in addition, if instanton sizes A. are bounded from

.it v/

above, P ̂  << R, the argument of the cosine is close to zero,

and the area law does not occur. We illustrate this statement

with explicit expressions for "condensed" instantons in Sec-

tion 3 and for the dilute instanton gas in Section 4.

Our result that instantons do not confine (do not produce

an area law for the Wilson loop) agrees with calculations in

[_10,1ij and the usual explanation is that the instanton field

falls off too fast. Indeed we can see in (5) or (6) that the

phase of the Wilson loop goes to zero fast at R -v *ь° , when-

ever R » J> .

Let us look at this result from another point of view and

for that purpose we calculate the field strength ?
1 2
 in the

plane (12) for the vector-potential of the form (1):

^W.-}^) (9)

For the Wilson loop we have

MB»
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2 2

since for a nonsinguler field f(x -* 0) ~ x .

If f(R
2
 -# *c ) ̂  i, then such a field contributes a fi-

nite amount to the phase of the Wilson loop, and this may re-

ault in the area lr.w for a statistical ensemble of

such configurations. In the next two sections this point will

Ъе illustrated for two different statistical ensembles.

Let us now compare the field (9) in the instanton case,

_2 ' |

f • •„ •• л, and a more general case when fC^) £ integer. E.g.
X +P о 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

one majr choose f(x ) = ex , x £ a , f(x ) = ca , for x > a .
-i 2 2

In this case P^o^x) * s nonzero only at x £ a which corresponds
to the fastest fall-off at large distances. Prom (10) we have

2 2

W(c) = cos(2?Tca ) and for ca ^ 1 there appears a finite cont-

ribution to the phase of the Wilson loop, giving rise to the

area laiv .for a statistical ensenblo cf those co.'ifi.'jarai-iono.

Therefore the instantons arc distin^iiiuhod not by the last

fall-off of their fields, but rather by the- р'ляяа tailtiple of

2*X they contribute to the Wilson loop phc.ee. This last pro-

perty is connected to the fact that Eq.(l) <j,ivcs for the ins-

tanton a mapping (a multiple mapping for rmiltiinstar.tor-.') cf

the asymptotics, i.e. of the sphere S
J
 on the G

ai
V';c- j.rou:.

1
 1>\':\1),

and thin corrccpor.ds to an integer topolocical char~p. Tor

SU(2) torons halfintecei- values are allowed, and сегг^зг'я-

dingly, the phase in (10) con be equal to ~j{ v.Meli produce.;

the area law \jA] .

The general ca.se when instanton с on tors arc not iti the :

plane (12) while the contour C
R
 stnyo in the plc-.v.f, ct\n bo -

;

most eziaily studied in the a:mf;nlfu* fiance v;itli the vrtcult, thuk
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. Thia contributes â a.in a vanishing

amount to the phase of the Wilson loop for К —* од , and we

thus obtain a general statement on impossibility of the area

law for the Wilson loop due to random instanton superpositions.

3. The "cheas-board model".

Let us consider a trivially coLubieaolvable two-dimensio-

nal model and use it to study the properties o£ the cluster

expansion. Take a rectangular area in the (12) plane divided

into N = КЛ'̂ р identical squares and let Abelian field ?,,н Р

be arbitrary in magnitude and 3ign in each square, independent-

ly of other squares, with the probability density O(F). so

that <?">= if ( ? ) PdP = 0. If the contour С of the Wilson

loop is on the boundary of the rectangular, we have

Here AC is an area of the square» Cu :.:;>• other hand we can

use for the IViison loop average the cluster nrx mansion [_6j

where the cumulants are (in selfevident notations

«S 2 » >

(12)

(13)

1234>-<12><34> -

(14)



and so on.

We f i r s t derive from (12) a convenient general formula,

to t h i s end we denote e I F(z)d6~(z) = A and integrate in

(12) inside the cumulant's brackets. We have

This enables one to find the cumulant
Лл,

(16)

One can see from (11) that the Wilson loop obeys the area law

<W(c)*> = exp(- 3£. S) where the string tension sC is

e qual (S = N A 5" )

^ = — l^S^J -vK- \ C-&S (&-Рд$')/>
 (17)

Using (15) and (16) ewe also obtain the cumulant (cluster)

expansion for )£

(18)
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Let us look whether the exact expression (17) can be veil ap-

proximated by the first terms of the cluster expansion in (18).

This point depends on the properties of the statistical en-

semble, i.e. on the P (P) in (11). E.G. fcr the Gaussian

ensemble, i.e. for P (F)-~exp(-<*F ), all higher cumulants

in (18) vanish and (17) coincides with the first term in (16)

For topological solutions the situation is, however dif-

ferent, since the magnitude of the flux eFdfT is quantized

and is equal to an integer or a half-integer multiple of 2JT .

Therefore the sign of average can be omitted and we have an

expansion

where B. are Bernulli numbers and /& » eP Л G . One can easi-

ly see that the cluster expansion (the series in A
 A
 in (19))-

converges well at A « 1 and for A * 1 the accuracy of

keeping only the first term /f̂ '/z.) is around 20%. How-

ever for A = ^/l, the cluster expansion diverges and for

topological values A «JT and 2 of the cluster expansion

is of no meaning. As follows from (5), (10) the flux of the

instanton field is equal to Л - 2jrh. and the exact value of

a? for instant cms on the "chess-board" is equal to zero,

according to (19), whereas the quadratic cumulant contribution

is finite and equal to 2эГ
2
^&)'~*' . The suggested model is
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therefore en illustration of how a vanishing of the string ten-

sion is due to cancellation of all terms in the cluster expan-

sion.

For Abelian magnetic monopoles quantized according to

Dirac the flux A is

(20)A = e.f 33{ж)аС/г>-

and Sq.(19) taken literally, yields complex 2£- •

4. The dilute gas model

Let us consider the ivanar region of an arbitrary large

Wilson loop in the (12) plane and assume that the field F12(z)

is a superposition of Abelian fields of some "elementary" ob-

jects F^-C^k), e.g. of instantons, torons, magnetic monopoles

etc.
ГЪ

(21)

where a(k) . +1 and P12(z,l£) -

The total number of objects is n and the statistical en-

semble has equal numbers n and n_ of objects with a * +\ res-

pectively. One should average over the magnitude of ?._ and po-

sitions zv y with the weight function p (P): the total num-

ber of objects, n, is stochastic and is governed by the Poisson

distribution. In case of fast decreasing P(z-z^kb and dilute

gas distribution of z'4 ' w e obtain
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<JFlt)lW»-Ф *«

Similarly for the m-th cumulant we have

«

к

Now using the cluster expansion (12) and with the notation

, the Wilson loop is

. (24)

Щп) Ь < )

Hera the averaging over F with the weight О (F) is denoted

by brackets and the average over n with the Foisson probability
-n -

w(n) • S-e ie denoted by a straight line above. Introducing
n!

the average surface density of the objects J>
o

we have for the string tension 3t,

(26)

We can compare (26) with the string tension in the "chess-

board" model. Since for the latter p — (лО"')
 t

 one Ьаз

a correspondence

?or email i> one can keep in (26) the lowest cumulant
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f$f <ф> (27)
о

where we have introduced the effective correlation length d

in the manner of Hefs. £s,3,4J. Inserting (27) into (26) we ob-

tain an expression similar to Eq.(16) from ^6 ]

Рог topological objects, however, the cluster expansion (ex-

pansion in powers of P ) does not converge properly. Thus,

for magnetic monopoles //- Jfj we have g~ Xfo , whereas

keeping two lowest cumulanta in (26) givee dC -fo(
:3f
/z~~'*

r
'/y')~

~ o.87 f
c
 •

Finally, for instaatons (A = 2зтп) the string tension

vanichea in agreement with our disci<33ion in previous sections.

The cluster expansion for sucii A of course does not converge^

Concluding this section we point out that in caie of Dirac-

quantized magnetic monopoles the integral J Ijijt^d^jlir)

does not depend on the shape of the surface S, as we have dis-

cussed in [ej. Therefore these raonopoles are an example of ob-

jecta which produce the area law for the Wilson loop and at the

same time yield the shape independence; expressions (21) and

subsequent ones refer to the minimal surface inside a plane

contour C. The shape independence for Abelian Dirac monopoles

one can see explicitly in (26), if one takes into account that

fifcj* J changes by 2ДГП when the surface

changes , i.e. A(S')-fi(S) => TL £ $ F(b *)rf$T2) =

Inserting that in (26) we see that ^coa f&y (and 2? ) do not

change when one replaces A (s) with & (S 1).

A
ft,
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5. Higher cumulanta in the nonabelian cluster expansion

In case of nonabelian fields it is convenient to use for

the Wilson loop W{c) *irst the nonabelian Stokes theorem. To

this end we choose an arbitrary point z
Q
 and form "tentackles"

from the points x(n) on the contour С to z which enables one

to write W(c) in the form £в\

If (С) " frfjfifj*-) (29)

where

P ( ) T ^ ? ( h Z c ) (30)

is a triangle contour with the vertex at z and Л x(n) =

« £x(n), x(n-t)] of the contour С аз a large bass of the tri-

angle. Since Л x(n) . .is infinitesimal, one can write

Insertion of (3D into (29) yields the nonabelian Stokes theo-

rem. The resulting shape of the surface is given by a set of

all (curvilinear, in general) rays from the points x(n) to z .

Going over to another surface (and another point z
1
) can

be considered as an identical transformation in (29) of the

form %(K)-*

П
л-/ (32) V

So that each x l l ' v is transformed аа j

I: .'
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where one should identify *-*>/ — w •

We shall now demonstrate that the invariance of W(c) with

respect to the transformation (33) is lost if in taking average

of W(c) one keeps only finite number of terms in cluster expan-

sion.

Indeed let us use the cluster (cumulant) expansion as fol-

lows:

It is evident that each cumulant, e.g. ^C£^(>O @д (*) > , is

not invariant under transformation (33)» since С contains

fields P ^ (z), to be averaged upon. In the total product

* however, the coefficients С cancel which means

that for the cancellation all cumulants are required. In the

rest of this section we consider the nonabelian cluster expan-

sion on a flat surface. Then (34) can be written as L&J:

*»•
 4
 (35)

where

It is convenient to displace in each cumulant the point г to

the position of "center of gravity" of each cumulant, i.e.

If'
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y(m) = 1 (»(1)*.й(в): (36)
in

This is done using the procedure described in [_8J (So.(39)),

here we only mention that in the important ca3e,wheriYthe cor-

p

rection due to this dispiacement of z is of the order 0(r
Q
)

and may be neglected.

We introduce now the unity in the integrand of (35):

( 3 7 )

With the definition of the Fourier transform of the flux,

/3(p,y)j according to

3 J^^ft)^^) (38)

one can rev/rits the cluster expansion (35) as

Here one should remember that in the definition of the non-

abelian cumulant in ^^ >> one should take into account the

ordering of operators entering A
 m
 .In case when correla-

tions are due to pointlike objects situated chaotically in

epace, i.e. \~*j(i,'
4
)^ /— X»

 v
 i*-•*•'•»/ , we come

beck to the Abeliun equation (24). Therefore for the dilute

inatanton gas wo can uoe (24) to conclude on the lack of con-

finement in the system due to cancellation of different cu-

mulante.

I
I 6. Concluaiona

I
1 Taking two simple models as examples we have demonatrated

%j»-
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in this paper the important role of higher cumulants in the

cluster expansion of the '.Vilaon loop, Tlar.eiy, only if one

sum.1; up correctly over all cumulants the irrelevant

dependence «jii the shape of the surface disappears, while it is

present for any isolated term of the cluster expansisn. Se-

condly, for statistical ensembles of topological objects ?;ith

quantized fluxes the cluster expansion diverges and one must

know the explicit expression for the sum. We have shown that

this sura of the cluster expansion for the string tension is

zero for an instanton ensemble,while the contribution of each

cumulant is finite. For Abelian magnetic monopoles the string

tension is nonzero both in the sum of cumulants and in each

term separately. At the aame time one can see explicitly the

independence of the results on the shape of the surface.

Therefore the quark-antiquark interaction obtained from the

lowest (bilocal) cumulant, may strongly change after taking

into account all terms, if the vacuum field3 are due to topo-

logical objects. In particular, the string tension can in thi3

way strongly increase in the total sum for magnetic monopoles

(or torons) or vanishes (for instantons).

The author is grateful for useful discussions to D.I.Dya-

konov and V.Yu.Petrov.
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